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ABSTRACT
Airport projects often bring significant economic and social impacts. It can provide beneficial impact
through   increased access, which in turn can lead to proliferation of new industries, hotels, restaurants,
resort and other employment opportunities. Rapid urbanization, industrialization and population
growth have lead to increase in number of automobile that causes air pollution. It is estimated that
road traffic contributes 60% of air pollution in urban areas. A case by case assessment is required to
predict the air quality in urban situations, so as to evolve certain traffic management measures to
maintain the air quality levels within the tolerable limits. Navi Mumbai in the state of Maharashtra,
India has been chosen as the study area. Carbon Monoxide (CO) concentration was monitored at 10
locations in Navi Mumbai around the airport within the radius of 10 km from ARP (Airport Reference
Point) and air quality status was evaluated at all locations. CO values were predicted by using
CALROAD VIEW  model. Predictions for CO were done separately for vehicular traffic and airport
traffic. The cumulative impact of surface traffic and aircraft emissions have been super imposed on
the baseline ambient air quality and compared with national ambient air quality standards for
assessment of impacts.  In this paper an attempt has been made to study the CO level in the surrounding
areas due to upcoming of an international airport.
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INTRODUCTION
Air pollution refers to air that is dirty compared to
its original state and it can be harmful to human,
plants, animals etc.  The major source of air
pollution is the release of particle into the air for
burning the fuels for energy in aircrafts,
automobiles, industries etc Although there has
been a phased reduction in the number of vehicles
above 15 years of age in India, the significant
amount of new age is expected to contribute
towards deterioration of ambient air quality.
Recent evidence indicates that motorized vehicles
are a major source of air pollution in urban areas.1
While transportation engineers aim at steps to
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reduce congestion and improve the flow condition
in urban streets; the impact on environment is
neglected and often ignored.
Exhaustive studies have been conducted on
identifying the causes for excessive emissions
from automobiles. Air quality standards have been
evolved for the different land uses by organizations
like Indian Ambient Air Quality Standards
proposed by CPCB (1984), National Ambient Air
Quality Standards proposed by US Environmental
Protection Agency (1970) and Air Quality
Standards proposed by WHO (1995). The
emission factors have also been evolved by
organizations like the Indian Institute of Petroleum
(IIP) in 1985 and Automotive Research
Association of India (ARAI).The emissions of CO
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for aircraft were taken from International Civil
Aviation Organisation (ICAO) manual.
Modeling of air pollution has been accomplished
with the aid of Gaussian Dispersion Plume models
that accounted for the dispersion characteristics
of the pollutants. Vehicular emission is generally
considered as a line source in air dispersion
models. Line source models are used for
assessing the effects of roadway emissions2 Many
of the Air Quality models developed by research
institutes are based on Gaussian plume diffusion
equation to describe temporal and spatial
distribution of vehicular exhaust emissions on
roadways.3 Mobile Emissions models have been
evolved like the Mobile Source Emission Factor
Model (MOBILE6) in 1992 by USEPA (United
States Environmental Protection Agency),
Emission Factor Model (EMFAC) in 2002 by
CARB (California Air Resources Board). Some
of the dispersion models developed include the
California Line Source Dispersion Model
(CALINE) 4 in 1989 , Indian Institute of
Technology  Line Source Model (IITLS)
developed for traffic conditions in Delhi.4  General
Finite Line Source Model developed by Luhar and
Patil in 1989 and Delhi Finite Line Source Model
in 1996. Time series based zone wise regression
models for each type of pollutant was also
developed using the pollutant data collected.5

Traffic Simulation and traffic induced air pollution
was used to evolve the concentrations of
Suspended particulate matter and carbon
monoxide6. Integrated land use and Transportation
for Environmental Analysis Model was developed
using CALINE 4 and spatial data analysis wherein
a GIS framework was used to the identification
of pollution hot- spots.7
Micro scale dispersion model have been developed
to estimate the concentration of pollutants from
motor vehicle exhaust wherein the diffusion
parameters of the pollutants and the eddy
diffusivity resulting on buildings on either side of
the road have been dealt with in detail.8 Studies
on the pollutant concentration in intersections have
been taken up wherein intersections variables like
traffic volume, lane width etc were accounted
for.9,10 Regression models were developed to
estimate the concentration of oxides of nitrogen

based on the emission factor with due weight age
given to the traffic speed and emission factor.11

MATERIAL   AND   METHODS
Considering the need to evolve models that could
aid in predict the concentrations of pollutants in
urban streets, it is imperative that relationships be
developed to correlate the vehicle population,
traffic parameters and emission factors. In this
respect, considering the need to assess the air
quality in Navi Mumbai, the following objectives
have been identified for the study (i) To conduct
air pollution surveys by observing the concentration
of carbon monoxide (CO) at selected links in Navi
Mumbai and comparing with the standards
proposed by Central Pollution Control Board.(ii)
To find the possible relationships between CO
pollutant concentration and traffic parameters, (iii)
Predicting the air quality levels in Navi Mumbai
by appropriate model  for different years
Air Quality Index
Air quality indices are used to compare air quality
over  different links. It  is expressed as a
percentage of the relevant standard of the
pollutant. As lower the index, better is the air
quality. Air quality index for each link is calculated.
Based on the index, ambient air quality
performance is estimated over each link.
The Model
Ambient air quality prediction at different receptor
locations has been carried out by CALROAD
VIEW, a model developed by the California
Department of Transport. The model is based on
Gaussian diffusion equation and uses a mixing zone
concept to characterize pollutant dispersion over
the roadway. Given site geometry and site
characteristics, average time, source strength and
meteorology, the model predicts concentration of
conservative pollutants viz SPM, CO, SO2 and
NOx. Predicted values of CO  at different locations
are shown in Table 4.
Input Data Required for the Model
Site Geometry and Link configuration (i.e. highway
width and height), Receptor position with respect
to the link , Meteorological conditions including ,
Wind Speed,  Wind Direction, Ambient
Temperature, Stability Class, Mixing Height, Source
Strength in terms of emissions , Traffic Predictions
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Study area
The site of Navi Mumbai airport is selected near
Panvel town in an area admeasuring 2347 acres
of land which is situated about 45 km away from
the CBD of Mumbai/Santacruz airport. The airport
is planned with two runways of 3700 M with
parallel taxiways designed to suit the new
generation large aircraft. The other facilities include
the domestic terminal, international terminal, cargo
terminal, airfield lighting, city side facilities etc. The
phase wise development approach has been
adopted to suit the air travel demand

The study area shown in Fig 1 covers the area
around the airport falling within the radius of
10 kms. The study area is further divided in
two parts namely core area and fringe area.
The core area covers the area within the radius
of 10 km,  in which all the scooped
environmental parameters have been   studied
to understand the magnitude of impact. In the
remaining area i.e.  fr inge area places of
historical importance, aesthetics, cultural
including environmentally sensitive has been
studied.

Fig 1  : Covers the area around the airport falling within the radius

Data Collection
Air quality of the project area was carried out by
monitoring the pollutants namely, Total Suspended
Particulate Matter (TSPM),  Repairable
Particulate Matter (RSPM or PM10), Oxides of
Nitrogen (NOx), Sulphur dioxide (SO2), Carbon
Monoxide (CO), and Hydrocarbons (HC). The
selections of stations were based on WHO (1981)
guidelines. The monitoring was done during post
monsoon, pre monsoon, and monsoon and winter
season at a frequency of twice a week at each
station for 24 hours. Respirable Dust Sampler and

High Volume Sampler were used for monitoring
of RPM, TSPM and gaseous pollutants like SO2
and NOxTo monitor the traffic pollutant Carbon
Monoxide, a portable multi gas monitor with digital
display was used. CO pollutant was monitor at all
the 10 locations at a frequency of twice a week
at each station for 24 hrs.  Anemometer was used
to note the wind speed and direction. Digital
thermometer was used to record the existing
temperature. Horizontal and vertical dispersion
parameters were taken based on the atmospheric
stability class B and downwind distance.
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Air quality was carried out at 10 monitoring stations
within the 10 km of the project area. Details about
the monitoring stations are shown in the Table 1.
Traffic volume, vehicles speed, meteorological
data, and CO pollutant concentration were
collected manually and compiled according to
model requirements. Traffic volume on various
links was carried out and the same was used to
forecasting the traffic on the road through which
the airport traffic dispersal will take place. The
main roads through which airport traffic dispersal
will take place are NH4, NH4B, SH4 and Amra

Marg. The growth rate adopted for traffic
forecasting on various links are based on the
developments  envisaged in the region and the
same are given in Table 2.The forecasted number
of vehicles are converted into passenger car units
(PCU)for getting the average daily traffic and
peak hour volume. Classified traffic volume was
carried out at all the links for 14 hours (7.00 A.M
TO 9.00 PM). The link characteristics of the
various links such as the length and width of the
link, type of operation (one way or two way) were
also obtained by manual methods.

Table 1: Location of the air monitoring stations in the project area

S/N Station         Station Remarks
Code

1. PCO Panvel CIDCO Office Location of meteorological station and in
residential zone

2. KRS Khandeshwar railway station Commercial activity centre
3. KCO Kalamboli CIDO Office Receptor oriented as it is in residential zone
4. KNO Kharghar Nodal Office Receptor oriented as it is in residential zone
5. BCB Belapur CIDCO Bhavan Major commercial activity centre, heavy traffic

movement
6. PHS Pargaon High School Rural and mixed area
7. GWT Gavanphata Water Tank Near to main Traffic Junction and hence heavy

traffic  movement
8. ACL Ambuja Cement Ltd. Industrial activity centre
9. KGH Kille Gaothan Gueust House Receptor oriented as it is in residential zone
10. PGH Panchsheel Guest House Receptor oriented as it is in residential zone

Table 2 : Traffic growth rate  for different links
Category Car, Taxi, Van 2/3 Wheelers Buses Trucks
Upto 2008 4.5 10.0 5.0 7.5
2009-2015 4.5 10.0 5.0 6.0
2015-2030 4.0 10.0 5.0 3.0

2007 Indian vehicles CO emission norms
established by Automotive Research Association
of India (ARAI) were used in this study and the
same are given in Table 3. The emissions of CO
from aircrafts were taken from International Civil
Aviation Organization Manual (ICAO Manual on
Aircraft Emissions) and they are presented in
Table 4.  Vehicles CO emission for each link
taken as weighted average emission was

calculated by multiplying the number of vehicles
type with corresponding emission factor and
summed up.
A development of possible relationship
between co pollutant concentration and
traffic parameters
In order to develop certain traffic management
measures for reducing pollutant concentration, it
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Table 3 : CO emission factors for vehicles

S/N Type of CO
vehicle  (grams/km)

1 Trucks 3.2
2 LCV 0.72
3 Buses 3.6
4 Cars 1.39
5 Auto rickshaw 2.45
6 Motor cycles 1.40

Table 4 : CO emission for  aircrafts

No.of Engines CO   (g/sec)
1 0.862
2 0.909
3 0.944
4 0.951
5 0.956
6 0.960
7 0.963
8 0.965
9 0.967
10 0.969

is needed to find the variation of pollutant
concentration with traffic parameters like type of
vehicle traffic, total traffic, and traffic stream and
speed. Scatter plots were developed to study the
relationship between the concentration of carbon
monoxide and the number of four wheelers, three
wheelers and two wheelers. The analysis indicated
CO pollutant concentration increased in number
of four wheelers, three wheelers and two
wheelers. But the increase in CO pollutant
concentration was more with number of three
wheelers than the other type of vehicles. (Fig. 2)
A study of the variation between Carbon Monoxide
pollutant concentration and traffic stream speed

indicates that CO pollutant concentration is
decreasing with the increasing traffic stream speed;
the reason being the residence time of the vehicle
on the road be increasing with decreasing speed
of the vehicles. Improper traffic management
measures, inadequate road geometrics and poor
road conditions have been found to result in
interruption to smooth flow of traffic in the form of
stop and go operations.

Fig. 2 : Monitoring stations along the road network of the study area
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Anemometer was used to note the wind speed
and direction. Digital thermometer was used to
record the existing temperature. To monitor the
traffic pollutant Carbon Monoxide, a portable multi
gas monitor with digital display was used. CO
pollutant was monitor at all the 10 locations at a
frequency of twice a week at each station for 24
hrs. Horizontal and vertical dispersion parameters
were taken based on the atmospheric stability
class B and downwind distance.

RESULTS  AND  DISCUSSION
The concentration of carbon Monoxide was
evaluated using CALROAD View model.
CALROAD View model is used to predict the
traffic based pollutants near roadways.  Vehicular
emission is generally considered as line source in
air dispersion model. The predicted values of CO
for different years are shown in Table 5.

emitted into the air per meter per second (g/m/s),
and calculated as the sum of emission factor
multiplied by number of vehicles for all classes of
vehicles. Total line source strength is the amount
of pollutant emitted in the air per second (g/s),
and calculated by multiplying the emission source
strength with the length of the road. Horizontal
and vertical dispersion coefficients (σy and σz
respectively.), measure spread of the plume.
Pasqill and Gifford (1961) atmospheric stability
classes are used for calculating the dispersion
parameters. Atmospheric stability class B is used
in the calculation of dispersion parameters and it
is taken based on the wind speed.
                   σy = a*x0.894

                    σz = c*xd+f
x = downwind distance from source to the receptor
(km) where constants a,c,d, and f depend on
stability class.

Receptor               Year

2008 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 CBCP
STANDARDS

Predicted Concentration-  Normal Traffic    (gm/m3)

PCO 0.7 0.7 0.82 0.86 1.03 1.29
KRS 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.92 1.1 1.3
ACL 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.02 1.15 1.24
PHS 0.6 0.8 1.04 1.15 1.03 1.08
PGH 0.7 0.7 0.9 1 1.15 1.28
BCB 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.05 1.2 1.3 2
GWT 0.6 0.6 0.80 0.90 1.4 1.6
KCO 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.92 1.07 1.3
KNO 0.7 0.7 0.85 0.97 1.02 1.17
KGH 0.7 0.7 0.73 0.86 0.96 1.06

The source strength is the amount of pollutant

Table 5 : Predicted values of CO for different years at different locations

CONCLUSION
The following conclusions were derived from the
study.The CO Concentration in the year 2008 was
found to be 0.6 mg/m3 which increases to 1.29
mg/m3 in the year 2030. Hence it is clear that
predicted values of CO are well within limits,
prescribed by CPCB and there is no violation of
CO   level   is likely   to occur in the study area. It

has been observed that there is no any significant
changes in the concentration level due to airport
traffic. This implies that the increase in vehicular
traffic due to airport operation will have no
considerable impact on the air quality of the study
area .Air quality   Index at different locations varies
between 0.24 to 1.39. According to average air
quality index, calculated for the total project area,
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the air quality status was found to be “unacceptable”
during post monsoon and pre monsoon season,
whereas during winter season it was in “alert”
category. During monsoon season the air quality
status of the study area was found to be in
“acceptable” category.CO pollutant concentration
is found to increase with the number of four wheeler,
three wheeler, and two wheeler. But CO
concentration is found to increase more with number
of three wheelers than other type of vehicles.CO
pollutant concentration is increasing with the
decreasing speeds of vehicles. The reason is that
vehicles will spend more time in traffic stream.
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